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HARDWARE KIT

The hardware kit consists of at least two of the following items:

1. 3" Series 5 steel Z-clip - part no. SERIES5-CLIP-3

2. Dual Lock* Washer - part no. HTA152

3. Dual Lock* Tab - part no. HTA153

The quantity of each item will vary with board size.

Screws and hardware to attach hangers to the wall should be appropriate for 
the type of wall construction and are to be supplied by the installer.

LAYOUT

1. Measure approximately 1" down from desired top edge of board.

2. Strike a level line at this location long enough to mount all boards to be 
hung at this level. 

3. Strike a second level line 1 1/2" above the desired location of the bottom 
edge of the board.
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MOUNTING HANGERS

1. Using screws and necessary anchors appropriate for the type of wall 
construction, mount the top z-clips to the wall along the top level line as 
shown below. The clips should be evenly spaced such that they will be 
located inside the trim of the board being installed.

2. Repeat the process in step 1 to mount the Dual Lock* washers at the lower 
level line.

3. Once the hangers are mounted, press the Dual Lock* tabs onto the Dual 
Lock** washers.

*Two screws are reqired per z-clip, one screw is required per Dual Lock 
Washer. Screws and wall anchors are not included.

**Dual Lock is a registered trademark of the 3M corporation

MOUNTING BOARD

1. Peel backing off of lower two pads exposing adhesive surface.

2. Hang board on z-clips.

3. By hand, apply light but firm pressure at the approximate location

of the Dual Lock* tabs. This will seat the adhesive backing on the back surface 
of the board.

**When installing fabric covered or cork tackboards ensure hands are clean to 
prevent marring cork or fabric suface.
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